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Editorial
Well it looks like the new normal is settling down really well in the
SAM Club. We have always provided advanced rider training,
Observer training, Club nights, organised rides and best of all the
self-organised rides made by you, our brilliant members. Some of
the latter groups are now asking riders to do a Lateral Flow Test
(LFT) before meeting up. This is a very good idea as it helps to
protect everyone who is meeting up and riding; so, think about
taking an LFT before you meet up with your SAM friends. I know
it tickles your nose and makes your nose, well it does me
anyway; but, it shows that you are doing it right and caring for
the welfare of your friends.

Whilst you are all out and about why not stop and take a snap to
upload or send in for the SAM Annual Photo Competition. The
entry form is set up on the website. You can upload up to 10
images, in either *.jpg or *.png format. Don’t forget to give a
number and label to each photo in the text box. Our security
ensures that only suitable images are uploaded and will rename
the file to prevent any subsequent access to it.  You can upload
your entries here, or send them to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. The winner will be announced at
the SAM AGM in April.

In this weeks' newsletter there is news of an MCN promotion to
subscribe to Bikes Unlimited and get six of Britain's best biking
magazines. There are questions about how Chancellor Rishi
Sunak is going to make up for the loss of tax revenue after the
collapse of diesel car ownership and use. A new pay-per-mile tax
seems to be testing public opinion. Whilst this may, on the face of
it, seem a very attractive way to extract coin from our pockets,
nobody is discussing the inevitable social consequences of
reducing everyone's ability to travel. Not least on the sick and
vulnerable in our society.
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If you are feeling particularly civic-minded this week there is
news about different campaigns that you, as a SAM biker, might
want to support. There is more news about the so-called Smart
Motorways saga. It seem that the AA has proposed turning the
inside lane into a hard shoulder at night. Also, one National
Highways Officer, appearing in a BBC Panorma programme, has
stated that 'Smart motorways were given to us as a lie'. If true,
this is a very serious accusation that needs further investigation.
We've also, as if one pandemic wasn't enough, apparently been
suffering from a 'pothole pandemic'

At times, we can all be reluctant to admit our riding faults, so
there's a timely article on the most common riding errors; and,
how to avoid them. After you've polished up your riding skills you
might like to read how biking can change a life. Read
Rhonda-the-Honda's story to find out more.

At least there is some bright news. The Manchester Bike Show is
back. We can all go and look at our next bikes and look forward
to enjoying the coming Spring even more. To encourage more
bikers to become advanced riders, IAM RoadSmart is offering a
10% discount on courses in January 2022. Just use the code
'Jan10' when you apply. Spread the word.

Anyone interested in SAM activities can find them, including the
SAM and Survival Skills newsletters, on the SAM website. SAM
Club members can find all the latest Club events on the website’s
Calendar. Read, enjoy and share your Club’s newsletter with ALL
your friends and family. Until next week stay healthy and ride
safely.
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Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website.

Paul Conway
Editor & webmaster
Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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SAM Social Media News

MCN Promotion
Subscribe to Bikes Unlimited and get
access to six of Britain’s best
motorcycling magazines for just
£7.99 per month. Bikes Unlimited is
the app from the maker’s of MCN

that features every issue of MCN alongside our sister publications
Bike, RiDE, Practical Sportsbikes, Classic Bike and quarterly
custom biking mag Built. With six great mags, there’s always
something new to read on every kind of bike and rider known to
man…. Or woman! And you’ll get every issue of every title as
soon as it goes on sale, just allow notifications in the app and
we’ll let you know every time a new issue lands. So whether you
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want to know what new bikes are coming, which motorcycle to
buy next or how to bag a brilliant used machine or top-notch
piece of kit… we’ve got you covered! Read more…

'Collapse’ of diesel cars could lead to
motoring tax 'black hole' from fuel
duty losses. FUEL duty revenue could
be cut by almost one third over the
next decade as the UK begins the
switch to green motoring, new
research has found. The study, from the RAC Foundation, warned
that Chancellor Rishi Sunak could face losing almost a third of
revenue from fuel duty before the end of the decade. The report
states that the “collapse in sale of new diesel cars” and growing
popularity of electric vehicles will prove to be a blow to public
finances. Read more…

Four massively important motorcycling
campaigns that deserve your support in
2022. As we head into 2022, the new
year is traditionally time for taking
stock and making resolutions and plans
for the 12 months to come, and
motorcycling currently has plenty of

stories, issues and controversies worthy of your support. Whether
it’s the heartbreaking Justice4Harry campaign, which finally heads
to court later this month; Government 'anti-tampering' proposals,
which potentially threaten the whole idea of modifying or
accessorising your bike; or muddled, post-Brexit regulations
which make transporting your bike abroad a minefield, there’s
much that you can help improve. Here we showcase four of
motorcycling’s biggest issues and reveal how you can join the
fight. Read more…
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Smart motorway plan for
night-only hard shoulders.
Ministers are considering
turning the inside lane of
smart motorways into a hard
shoulder at night in an effort
to reduce the risk of collisions. The proposal, from the AA, would
apply to all lane-running schemes where the hard shoulder is
used as a permanent traffic lane. Under the plans, a red X would
be displayed on gantries at night, making the inside lane in effect
a hard shoulder. Read more…

NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
TRAFFIC OFFICER: “SMART
MOTORWAYS GIVEN TO US
AS A LIE”. A Panorama
investigation has highlighted
the shortcomings of the UK's
Smart Motorways, with one
National Highways insider

branding them a ‘lie’. THE dangers of driving on the UK’s network
of so-called Smart Motorways have been brought sharply into
focus in a new Panorama investigation, broadcast last night.
Entitled Britain’s Killer Roads, the expose focuses not just on the
Smart Motorway network, but also on the dangers faced by the
public on all the UK’s roads. Read more…

Five of the most common motorcycle
riding mistakes - and how to avoid
them! Nobody is a perfect rider, but
one of the (many) great things about
motorcycling is honing your skills
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over time - here are five of the most common mistakes all riders
make. None of us are perfect riders, and there’s never a point
where you’ve learnt all there is to know about riding; that’s one
of the things that’s so great about motorcycling. Read more…

Britain's pothole pandemic:
Breakdowns hit 'ridiculous'
3-year high.
Pothole-related breakdowns
have reached a 'ridiculous'
three-year high, new
figures published by the
RAC on Friday show. The

roadside assistance provider said it received a staggering 10,123
call outs for car issues caused by damaged road surfaces last
year. Read more…

New pay per mile car tax
changes could create a
'massive financial
challenge' for families. NEW
CAR tax changes could
create a "massive financial
challenge" for families,
according to experts at the
RAC. They warn new proposals could “go beyond the means of
many” and will “punish” drivers who can’t afford to switch to
electric vehicles. The changes could see thousands of drivers in
London priced away from the roads within just a few years. Read
more…
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How one woman overcame
addiction and went on to
travel the world on her
motorbike. For some people,
life is one big adventure. But
it takes a special kind of
person to come back from
the brink and achieve
something extraordinary. This week's Welsh Lives follows the
journey of Steph Jeavons, who did exactly that. Steph became
the first person to travel the globe across all seven continents, all
whilst on her motorbike - Rhonda the Honda. Read more…

HOW TO CHOOSE THE
PERFECT MOTORCYCLE
HELMET FOR YOU. Choosing
the correct motorcycle is a
tricky task. With so many
styles on offer, it can be all
too easy to just buy the one
you think looks the coolest.

But how do you know that’s the right product for you? AS the
only piece of protective equipment that is a legal requirement in
the UK, a crash helmet is probably the single most important bit
of gear you’ll own. It’ll also for many people be the most
expensive item they wear when out on the bike. And for good
reason, it’s the bit that saves your brain after all. Read more…

Finnish Riders Reuse 72% Of
Motorcycle Parts. Finnish research
shows that the reuse of parts of
dismantled bikes is very high, without
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any specific legislation to organise the collection and dismantling
of motorcycles that are no longer in use. Recycling and reusing
motorcycle parts helps to keep bikes on the road with used and
affordable spare parts, instead of using new parts that have to be
produced from raw materials. Europe has rules in place for the
collection and destruction of cars that have come to the end of
their life. Motorcycles are exempt from these rules. The European
Commission now plans to revise the End-of-life Vehicles Directive
and explore the need to have powered two-wheelers included in
the scope. Read more…

A Show and Covid Update: During the pandemic we have tried
our best to act responsibly during the various postponements of
The Manchester Bike Show in March 2020, March 2021 and
September 2021 and tried to be fair to exhibitors and visitors
alike. We will continue to do so in these challenging times. Our
trade and club exhibitors have shown fantastic loyalty to us
throughout all this time and on paper we have a brilliant bike
show lined up for everyone to enjoy at the end of January.
However we are all aware that since the Downing Street press
briefing in early December the situation with regard to the
Omicron variant of Covid is evolving rapidly. Our current position
is that the event will go ahead as planned at the end of January
unless the government (and/or the venue) tell us differently in
which case we will inform you immediately.
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Our current Covid safety measures can be found here and is also
available to download as a PDF document. However, these are
subject to change. We will adhere to whatever Covid restrictions
are in place at the end of January but there is no point in
guessing what these will be some weeks in advance because they
too are changing on a regular basis. Please check back closer to
the event. Book your ticket(s) here…
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

#WinterRidingP2W - Take a look
at Mike's latest vid on how to still
enjoy your ride on two wheels over
the winter months. If you watch
closely, you will see that he rarely
uses the brakes, instead using the
throttle and engine braking to

control his speed in the wet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoY0fbgWdYg

Want to save some money?
January is a particularly tough
month when it comes to
finances and with the cost of
living set to rise even further, we
are all looking for ways to save
money. Eco-driving could help
keep costs down at the pump. Want to know how?
https://youtu.be/JoED0bAc-xM

#WinterRidingP2W - If your new
to riding, then your scooter or
motorbike will take a real
hammering over the winter
months, with rain, road-salt, mud,
freezing temperatures, road
grime, the list goes on......... So

checking your ride before you take it out is essential to stay safe
OR that long push home. The local MiB duo take you through
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the basics. Check out the rest of the series on YouTube:-
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fjq4udokOkE

#WinterRidingP2W - Thinking of
moving up from your CBT? Then
your first step is passing your
Motorbike Theory Test. BUT
don't panic, with our FREE discount
code which will give you 3-months
free access to the DTS App, which
will take you through everything
you need to know to pass the
Theory and Hazard Perception
sections. Use the down-time over the winter months to get
your certificate and be ready for the better riding weather.
Click on the link for your FREE code:-
https://sysrp.co.uk/Driving-success-2-Wheels

#WinterRidingP2W -
Thinking of riding, but
not sure where to
start? Then check out
our FREE online mag,
FirstBike, which takes
you through everything
you need to know,

from what size scooter/mbike can you ride for your age, which
test you will need to take, through to choosing a 2nd-hand bike
and getting it insured. Click on the link for your FREE
copy:-
https://issuu.com/.../docs/firstbike_sysaferroads_edition/4
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Keep your fuel tank at least one quarter
full to avoid running out on your journey.
This will help you to avoid breaking down
and potentially putting yourself and others
at risk.

#Vehiclechecks #FLOWERY

Unsure of the current mobile phone
laws? Using a handheld mobile phone
when driving or riding is both
dangerous and illegal. The law still
applies when stopped at traffic lights or
queuing in traffic:
https://sysrp.co.uk/mobiles #Mobile
#cycling #law #RULES

Kevin Williams

Picture the scene... It's Saturday
afternoon on a typical busy town
centre road. There's plenty of
traffic, buses and cycles on the
roads, and the pavements are full
of people - some gazing into shop
windows, some walking slowly carrying bags, others with
children, and a few striding out purposefully. And you're planning
on turning right into a side road. Read more…
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/cycling?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUY1anL0ZDPnjddKUe4bfNbDkUWdv9FiiAO6-ySCys_PhMsxuT8FMlfdXUHqf8Y5PL1cEduCGQ1U8jIJfbhIHWTJpqjnnNNS97HfVC0w8EO_NXwEbQiiMpRp8PFZTDk7L_4k_7hKL4dQO3vEqPpnarf&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/law?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUY1anL0ZDPnjddKUe4bfNbDkUWdv9FiiAO6-ySCys_PhMsxuT8FMlfdXUHqf8Y5PL1cEduCGQ1U8jIJfbhIHWTJpqjnnNNS97HfVC0w8EO_NXwEbQiiMpRp8PFZTDk7L_4k_7hKL4dQO3vEqPpnarf&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/rules?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUY1anL0ZDPnjddKUe4bfNbDkUWdv9FiiAO6-ySCys_PhMsxuT8FMlfdXUHqf8Y5PL1cEduCGQ1U8jIJfbhIHWTJpqjnnNNS97HfVC0w8EO_NXwEbQiiMpRp8PFZTDk7L_4k_7hKL4dQO3vEqPpnarf&__tn__=*NK-R
https://ko-fi.com/post/SoS-January-15-is-Highway-Code-Rule-H2-workable-Y8Y37YM8Z?ref=email_newpost&fbclid=IwAR3iY7WLFASS6S-ET5p8Y9sJwKy6mDYtJwlUNgWOKIXZdWZDQMgk2HABN_E
https://iam-sheffield.bike


For many years road safety experts, police
and motorcyclists have known that the
most common collision between a
motorcycle and another vehicle happens
when the motorcyclist has right-of-way and
another driver turns into the rider’s path.
All the way back in 1977, US researcher

Harry Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…

IAM RoadSmart News

Get 10% off our Advanced Rider
course this January! Thinking of
trying an IAM RoadSmart course?
Get started on your journey to
becoming an Advanced Rider and
get 10% off with code 'JAN10'.
Learn more at:

http://www.iamroadsmart.com/jan10 (Offer ends 31/01/2022)
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How are you feeling this Blue Monday?
We've partnered with Mental

Health Motorbike who are on hand if
you need that bit of extra support - it's
a challenging time for many! You can
also check out some useful tips to help
you manage your mental health here:

https://www.iamroadsmart.com/campaign/mental-health

But what’s the difference? We've
compared BEV, HEV and PHEV to give
you all the information you might need
when making the switch to electric.
https://bit.ly/3KciY1P

You might be 19 days into
#DryJanuary, but did you know one
large glass of wine 250ml (13%)
means you need to wait 4 ½ hours
before getting behind the wheel? A
sobering thought for all! This is why
we encourage NONE for the road.

Read our myth busters here:
https://bit.ly/3nxp8zI
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What are your parking and
manoeuvring skills like?
Well if you or someone you know
needs help, whether it's parking
in a bay or parallel parking, then
why not share this useful video
with them.

https://youtu.be/Pep0woqU77A

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads can
be a dangerous place, even for
the most alert and cautious
riders. While you can never be
100% safe, becoming an
advanced rider will equip you
with the skills to correctly
anticipate, and plan for, the hazards you encounter on your rides.
Find out more at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-rider

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Take care and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152
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Meetings are for club members, observers, associates and ANY
biker interested in taking an advanced rider course. Meetings are
usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: TBA
● Next SAM Club Night: TBA
● Autumn Breakfast Meet: October 2021 - details to follow.
● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the

basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
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quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
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advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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